A Full Suite of 3.5x Hand-Held Options

See the possibilities with our expanded 3.5x line-up!

Mattingly was the FIRST company to offer a right and left hand 3.5x, and now we round out the family with a straight (non-angled) lens option!

The non-angled lens is great for those who want a large rectangular lens in a higher power than we have previously offered. It is also the most comfortable to hold and is the most flexible option, as the user can hold it vertically, horizontally or either hand.

Choose the right-handed version for left handers who want to use it to write with – and vice versa for left handers. All versions are the same price, making it easier for you to find the best fit for your client!

*** Upgrade to yellow or teal LED and super-bright SMD with lanyard! ***

Item Numbers: Straight = MH35LEDST, Right = MH35LED, Left = MH35LEDL